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Fuzzy Web Data Tables Integration Guided by an
Ontological and Terminological Resource

Patrice Buche, Juliette Dibie-Barthelemy, Liliana Ibanescu, Lydie Soler

Abstract—In this paper, we present the design of ONDINE
system which allows the loading and the querying of a data
warehouse opened on the Web, guided by an Ontological and
Terminological Resource (OTR). The data warehouse, composed
of data tables extracted from Web documents, has been built to
supplement existing local data sources. First, we present the main
steps of our semi-automatic method to annotate data tables driven
by an OTR. The output of this method is an XML/RDF data
warehouse composed of XML documents representing data tables
with their fuzzy RDF annotations. We then present our flexible
querying system which allows the local data sources and the data
warehouse to be simultaneously and uniformly queried, using the
OTR. This system relies on SPARQL and allows approximate
answers to be retrieved by comparing preferences expressed as
fuzzy sets with fuzzy RDF annotations.

Index Terms—Knowledge and data engineering tools and tech-
niques; XML/XSL/RDF; Uncertainty, ”fuzzy,” and probabilistic
reasoning; Representations, data structures, and transforms;
Knowledge modelling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T ODAY’S Web is not only a set of semi-structured docu-
ments interconnected via hyper-links. A huge amount of

technical and scientific documents, available on the Web or the
hidden Web (digital libraries, ...), include data tables. Those
data tables can be seen as small relational databases even if
they lack the explicit meta data associated with a database.
They represent a very interesting potential external source for
loading the data warehouse of a company dedicated to a given
domain of application. They can be used to enrich local data
sources. In order to integrate data, a preliminary step consists
in harmonizing external data with local ones, i.e. external
data must be expressed with the same vocabulary as the one
used to index the local data. We have designed a software
called ONDINE (ONtology based Data INtEgration), using
thesemantic Web framework1 and language recommendations
(XML, RDF, OWL, SPARQL), which implements the entire
management system, presented in Figure1, to supplement
existing local data sources with data tables which have been
extracted from Web documents.

ONDINE system relies on an Ontological and Termino-
logical Resource (OTR) which is composed of two parts:
on the one hand, a generic set of concepts dedicated to the
data integration task and, on the other hand, a specific set of
concepts and a terminology, dedicated to a given domain of
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Fig. 1. ONDINE system.

application. ONDINE system is composed of two subsystems:
(1) @Web subsystem designed to load an XML/RDF data
warehouse with data tables which have been extracted from
Web documents and semantically annotated using concepts
from the OTR; (2) MIEL++ subsystem designed to query
simultaneously and uniformly the local data sources and
the XML/RDF data warehouse using the OTR in order to
retrieve approximate answers in a homogeneous way. @Web
subsystem has four steps as detailed in Figure1. In the first
step, relevant documents for the application domain described
in the OTR are retrieved from the Web and filtered by a human
expert. In the second step, data tables are semi automatically
extracted from the documents. In the third step, the extracted
data tables are semantically annotated using the OTR. This
step generates fuzzy annotations, represented in a fuzzy exten-
sion of RDF, which are associated with data tables represented
in XML. In the fourth and last step, the end-user has to validate
the fuzzy RDF semantic annotations associated with data
tables before loading them in the XML/RDF data warehouse.
Let us notice that @Web subsystem does not pretend to
annotate all data tables extracted from any Web documents,
but to annotate accurately target data tables extracted from
documents identified as relevant for a given domain. The
human intervention at each of its step is therefore required
to guarantee the accuracy of the approach. In this paper, we
focus on the third step, that is the semantic annotation method,
of @Web subsystem. Its main originality is to produce fuzzy
RDF annotations which allow: (i) the recognition and the rep-
resentation of imprecise numerical data appearing in the cells
of a data table; (ii) the computation and explicit representation
of the semantic distance between terms in the cells of a data
table and terms of the OTR. MIEL++ subsystem allows the

http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
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fuzzy RDF annotations to be queried usingSPARQL2 which
is recommended by W3C to query RDF data sources. This
subsystem is an extension of the MIEL flexible querying
system proposed in [1] and [2]. The main originalities of
our new flexible querying subsystem are: (i) to retrieve not
only exact answers compared with the selection criteria but
also semantically close answers; (ii) to compare the selection
criteria expressed as fuzzy sets representing preferenceswith
the fuzzy annotations of data tables. Some preliminary studies
of this work have already been published in [3], [4] and [5].
This paper provides a synthetic overview of ONDINE system
which relies on a new modelling of the OTR dedicated to the
data integration task. The definition of this OTR, central in
ONDINE system, was essential to consolidate the approach
and ensure its sustainability and its future evolutions. @Web
subsystem (previously presented in [3] and [4]) and MIEL++
subsystem (previously presented in [5]) have been revised to
take into account this new OTR. In SectionII , we present
the new model of the OTR. The new @Web and MIEL++
subsystems are then presented in the three next sections.
The semantic annotation method of @Web subsystem, which
allows data tables, extracted from Web documents, to be fuzzy
annotated using the OTR, is presented in two sections. In
SectionIII , we present the method which allows one to identify
which concepts of the OTR are represented in a data table. The
instantiation of these concepts for each row of the annotated
data table, relying on fuzzy RDF annotations, is presented in
SectionIV. In SectionV, MIEL++ subsystem which allows a
flexible querying of the fuzzy annotated data tables, storedin
the XML/RDF data warehouse, using SPARQL is presented.
Experimental results are given all along SectionsIII , IV
and V. Our approach is compared with the state of the art
in SectionVI . We conclude and present the perspectives of
this work in SectionVII .

II. T HE ONTOLOGICAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL RESOURCE

In [6]–[10] ontologies are associated with terminological
and/or linguistic objects. In [6], authors motivate why it
is crucial to associate linguistic information (part-of-speech,
inflection, decomposition, etc.) with ontology elements (con-
cepts, relations, individuals, etc.) and they introduceLexInfo,
an ontology-lexicon model, implemented as anOWL3 on-
tology. AdaptingLexInfo, [7] presents a model calledlemon
(Lexicon Model for Ontologies) that supports the sharing of
terminological and lexicon resources on the Semantic Web as
well as their linking to the existing semantic representations
provided by ontologies. TheCTL model from [8] is a model
for the integration of conceptual, terminological and linguistic
objects in ontologies. In [9] a meta-model for ontological
and terminological resources in OWL DL is presented, called
an Ontological and Terminological Resource (OTR), extended
afterward in [11] in order to be used for ontology based
information retrieval applied to automotive diagnosis.

The ontology we used in our previous works [3]–[5] was
not designed to allow one to define the terminology and

2http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
3http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210/

its variations (multi-lingual, synonyms, abbreviations,. . .)
denoting the concepts. We therefore propose to use an Onto-
logical and Terminological Resource (OTR) [9] allowing joint
representation of an ontology and its associated terminology.
According to [9], three factors influence the OTR structuring:
the task to realize, the domain of interest and the application.
The OTR used in ONDINE system has been designed for
the data table integration (annotation and querying) task.In
this paper, the domain of interest is food safety but the OTR
structure we propose is generic enough to be applied to many
other domains. For example, in this paper, experimental results
in aeronautics will be also presented. The application is the
construction of a data warehouse opened on the Web.

Since ONDINE system allows local data sources to be
supplemented with data tables which have been extracted
from Web documents, the domain specific part of the OTR
was manually built by ontologists taking into account (i) the
vocabulary used in the preexisting local databases in orderto
index the data and (ii) the domain information available within
the databases schema. Examples given in this paper concern
the microbial risk domain. We present first, the conceptual
component of the OTR and second, its terminological compo-
nent, using theOWL2-DL model4.

A. The conceptual component of the OTR

The conceptual component is the ontology of the OTR. It
is composed of two main parts: a generic part, commonly
calledcore ontology, which contains the structuring concepts
of the data table semantic annotation task, and a specific
part, commonly calleddomain ontology, which contains the
concepts specific to the domain of interest.

Fig. 2. Annotation of a table according to concepts defined inthe OTR.

In order to understand the structure of the core ontology, let
us detail the data table semantic annotation task. A data table
is composed of columns, themselves composed of cells. A
data table must be structured in a standardized way, otherwise
preliminary transformations are applied on it using state of
the art tools like spreadsheets (which is included in the
table extraction step in Figure1). The cells of a data table
may contain terms5 or numerical values often followed by
a measure unit. During the semantic annotation of a data
table, cells content are semantically annotated in order to
identify the symbolic concepts or quantities represented by its
columns and finally the semanticn-ary relationships linking

4http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-direct-semantics/
5A term is defined as a sequence of words.

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-direct-semantics/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-direct-semantics/
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its columns. For instance, in Figure2, the cell content ‘E.coli’
is associated with the symbolic conceptEscherichia coliby
our annotation method (detailled in SectionsIII and IV), the
content of the three cells 4.9, 41.1 and 45.8 are associated
with the quantityTemperatureand the entire content of the
second row of the data table is considered as an instance of
the n-ary relationGrowthParameterTemperaturewhich asso-
ciates a given microorganism (like Escherichia coli) with its
temperature growing conditions in a food product.

Fig. 3. An excerpt of the conceptual component of the OTR in microbial
risk domain.

The core ontology is therefore composed of three kinds
of generic concepts: (1) simple conceptswhich contain the
symbolic concepts and the quantities, (2)unit conceptswhich
contain the units used to characterize the quantities and (3)
relations which allow n-ary relationships to be represented
between simple concepts.

The concepts belonging to the domain ontology, called
specific concepts, appear in the OTR as sub concepts of the
generic concepts. Figure3 presents an excerpt of the concep-
tual component of the OTR in microbial risk domain. In OWL,
all concepts are represented by classes which are pairwise
disjoints and are hierarchically organized by thesubClassOf
relationship. The nodes represent the OWL classes, the solid
arrows the ”is-a” relationship between classes and the dashed
arrows properties between classes. For instance, the property
hasUnit links a quantity (e.g. aTemperature) with its units
of measurement (e.g.Celsius DegreeandFahrenheit Degree).
We detail below the three kinds of generic concepts and their
sub specific concepts in microbial risk domain.

1) The unit concepts:Unit concepts allow the meaning
of units to be represented. Our classification relies on the
international system of units6 which decomposes the units
into base units and derived units. There exist several ontologies
dedicated to quantities and associated units (OM7, QUDT8,
QUOMOS, OBOE9, . . .). We learn from these ontologies to
build ours, but they cannot contain all the required specific
units for a given domain. For instance, in microbial risk
domain, the ontologist has added some units such as ppm10

6http://www.bipm.org/en/si/
7http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8/
8http://www.qudt.org/
9http://marinemetadata.org/references/oboeontology
10parts per million. ppm is a unit of concentration often used when

measuring levels of pollutants in air, water, body fluids, etc.

Fig. 4. An excerpt of the unit concepts in microbial risk domain.

Fig. 5. An excerpt of the symbolic concepts in microbial risk domain.

or CFU/g11. Figure4 presents an excerpt of the unit concepts
in microbial risk domain.

2) The simple concepts: Symbolic conceptsallow the mean-
ing of terms to be represented. Symbolic concepts are hierar-
chically organized by the ”is-a” relationship. Figure5 presents
an excerpt of the specific symbolic concepts in microbial
risk domain. The microbial risk domain OTR contains three
distinct sub hierarchies of specific symbolic concepts: the
specific symbolic conceptFood Product with more than 400
sub concepts, the specific symbolic conceptMicroorganism
with more than 150 sub concepts and the specific symbolic
conceptResponsewith three sub concepts:growth, absence
of growth and death, which represent the possible responses
of a microorganism to a treatment. These sub hierarchies
have been defined by ontologists. We could not reuse pre-
existing terminologies for food products such asAGROVOC12

(from FAO - Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations) orGems-Food13 (from WHO - World Health Organ-
isation) because those terminologies are not specific enough
compared with the one built from our corpus in microbial risk
(respectively only 20% and 34% of common words).

Quantities allow the meaning of numerical values to be
represented. A quantity is described by a set of units, which
are sub concepts of the unit concept, and eventually a numer-
ical range. Two propertieshasUnit and hasNumericalRange,
belonging to the core ontology, link respectively quantities to
their associated units and numerical range. The OWL object
propertyhasUnitallows a quantity to be described by one or
several unit concepts. OWL2-DL datatype restrictions using
facet spaces allow the numerical range of a quantity to be rep-

11colony-forming units per gram. Colony-forming units (CFU) is ameasure
of viable bacterial or fungal numbers in microbiology

12http://aims.fao.org/website/AGROVOC-Thesaurus
13http://www.who.int/foodsafety/chem/gems/en/

http://www.bipm.org/en/si/
http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8/
http://www.qudt.org/
http://marinemetadata.org/references/oboeontology
http://www.bipm.org/en/si/
http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8/
http://www.qudt.org/
http://marinemetadata.org/references/oboeontology
http://aims.fao.org/website/AGROVOC-Thesaurus
http://www.who.int/foodsafety/chem/gems/en/
http://aims.fao.org/website/AGROVOC-Thesaurus
http://www.who.int/foodsafety/chem/gems/en/
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Fig. 6. An excerpt of the quantities associated with unit concepts in microbial
risk domain.

resented in the OWL datatype propertyhasNumericalRange.
Figure 6 presents an excerpt of the quantities in microbial
risk domain. Eighteen specific quantities have been defined for
the microbial risk domain. The specific quantityTemperature
can be expressed using the unit◦C (represented by the
conceptCelsius Degree) or ◦F (represented by the concept
Fahrenheit Degree) and has no numerical range. The specific
quantity pH is associated with the unitDimensionOne (i.e.
with no unit) and is restricted to the numerical range[0, 14].

3) The relations: Relations allow the meaning ofn-ary
relationships between simple concepts to be represented. A
relation is defined by its signature, which is composed of
several input simple concepts and one output simple concept.
The input simple concepts represent the domain of the relation.
A relation may have several input simple concepts. The
output simple concept represent the range of the relation. The
restriction of the range to only one output simple concept
is justified by the fact that, in a data table, a relation of-
ten represents a semanticn-ary relationship between simple
concepts with only one result, such as an experimental result
which may have several entry factors. If a data table contains
several result columns, it is then represented by as many
relations as it has results. Two properties, belonging to the
core ontology, calledhasInputand hasOutput, link a relation
to its domain and range. Since a relation represents in the
OTR a n-ary relationship, we learned fromW3C14 which
suggests to decompose an-ary relationship inton binary
relationships. Consequently, an-ary relation is represented in
OWL by a class associated with the simple concepts of its
signature via the OWL object propertyhasInputor the OWL
functional object propertyhasOutput. In Figure3, for instance,
the specific relationGrowth Paramater Temperaturehas for
input the specific symbolic conceptMicroorganism and for
output the specific quantityTemperature. The microbial risk
domain OTR contains sixteen relations.

B. The terminological component of the OTR

The terminological component represents the terminology
of the OTR: it contains the terms set of the domain of interest.
A term is defined as a sequence of words, in a language,
and has a label. Terms are divided according to their source

14http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations

Fig. 7. An excerpt of the OTR in microbial risk domain.

language. A term denotes a concept; it must denote at least one
concept and it can denote several concepts. The OWL object
propertydenote, belonging to the core ontology, allows a term
to denote a concept. The OWL functional data properties
Label and Language, belonging to the core ontology, allow
a term to be associated with its label and its language, which
are represented as a string. Figure7 presents an excerpt
of the OTR in microbial risk domain. The specific terms
T Produit Alimentaire and T Food Product both denote the
specific symbolic conceptFood Product.

The OTR presented above is at the heart of the ONDINE
system which allows local data sources to be supplemented
with annotated Web data tables (see Figure1). We present
in the next two sections the semantic annotation method of
@Web subsystem which allow data tables, extracted from
Web documents, to be annotated thanks to the OTR, before
being added to the XML/RDF data warehouse. The semantic
annotation of a data table is composed of two steps: (i)
identifying which relations defined in the OTR are represented
in the data table, (ii) instantiating the identified relations,
which consists in associating a set of fuzzy RDF annotation
graphs with each row of the data table.

III. T HE RELATIONS IDENTIFICATION IN A DATA TABLE

Given the OTR, described above, and given a data table
extracted from a document found on the Web, we want to
find which relations of the OTR are represented in this data
table. An aggregation approach is used for that purpose,
looking first at the contents of the cells, then identifying the
simple concepts of the OTR represented in the columns and
finally comparing the signature of the data table (the column
concepts) with the signatures of the relations in the OTR.
The main steps of the relations identification method are pre-
sented in Figure8: first, symbolic and numerical columns are
distinguished, using some of the knowledge described in the
OTR (mainly the unit concepts; for better description of this
step, please refer to [3] which is a preliminary version of this
work); then, the simple concepts represented by the symbolic
columns and by the numerical columns are identified; finally,
the relations represented in the data table are identified.

We detail below the steps A, B, C and D from Figure8.
Each of these steps was experimented on three domains:
microbial risk, chemical risk and aeronautics. Three OTR
were build, their domain specific part being manually built

http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations
http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations
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Fig. 8. The main steps of the relations identification method.

TABLE I
OTR SIZE FOR THREE DOMAINS.

domain # U # Q # SC # R # T

microbial risk 33 16 689 18 1,492
chemical risk 12 8 2,732 6 5,413
aeronautics 45 28 121 26 516

TABLE II
CORPORACHARACTERISTICS.

domain # tables # columns # rows

microbial risk 60 342 700
chemical risk 12 87 533
aeronautics 18 160 128

by ontologists. The size of each set of concepts belonging
to the three OTR is given in TableI, whereU is the set of
unit concepts,Q is the set of quantities,SC is the set of
symbolic concepts,R is the set of relations andT is the set of
terms. Characteristics of their associated corpora is presented
in Table II . OTR and corporaare available on the Web15.

A. The annotation of a column by a simple concept

In this step, we want to identify which simple concept of
the OTR corresponds to a column classified as a symbolic
column or as a numerical one. Only the simple concepts
which appear in the signatures of the relations belonging
to the OTR are considered. As a matter of fact, the main
objective of the semantic annotation method is to identify
which relations of the OTR are represented in a data table:
those simple concepts are called in the followingsimple target
concepts. In order to annotate a columncol by a simple
target concept, a score is computed for each simple target
conceptc of the OTR for the columncol. This score, called
final scoreand denotedscorefinal(c, col), is computed as a
combination of the score of the simple target conceptc for
the columncol according to the column title, calledtitle score
and denotedscoretitle(c, col), and the score of the simple
target conceptc for the columncol according to the column
content, calledcontent scoreand denotedscorecontent(c, col):

15http://www.paris.inra.fr/metarisk/researchunit/data integra-
tion/softwares/ondinecorpora and otr july 2011

scorefinal(c, col) =

1 − (1 − scoretitle(c, col))(1 − scorecontent(c, col)) (1)

The final score is inspired from [12] where both combined
scores reinforce each other. Nevertheless, at least one score
must be high to have a high final score. Those scores rely,
in particular, on the following term similarity measure,which
is classically used in Information Retrieval: leta and b
be two terms, represented as weighted vectors(a1, . . . , an)
and (b1, . . . , bn), the coordinate axis corresponding to the
lemmatised words, the coordinate values corresponding to the
weight of the word in the term (0 if the word is not part of the
term); the term similarity measure betweena and b, denoted
sim(a, b), is the cosine similarity measure [13]:

sim(a, b) =

∑n
i=1 aibi

√

∑n

i=1 a2
i ×

∑n

i=1 b2
i

(2)

Each word found in terms from the Web and in terms from
the OTR is given a weight of 1 (except stopwords such as
articles or prepositions as well as words which contain only
one letter, which are given a weight of 0).

The title score of a simple target conceptc for a column
col, presented in Equation3, is the maximum of the term
similarities between the termstic denoting the conceptc and
the term ttitle denoting the column title. Note that several
terms can denote a concept.

scoretitle(c, col) = maxi sim(tic, ttitle) (3)

The content score of a simple target concept for a column
depends upon the column was categorized as a symbolic
column or as a numerical one. We present the way this score
is computed in the next two sub sections.

B. The identification of the simple concept represented by a
symbolic column

The computation of the score of a symbolic target concept
for a column according to the column content relies on term
similarities between the terms found in the column and the
terms defined in the OTR. To compute this score, we first
explore each cell of the column (excluding the title). For each
cell cell of the column, the score of each symbolic target
conceptc of the OTR for the cellcell is computed as the sum
of the maximum of the term similarities between the termtcell

denoting the content of the cell and the termstic′ denoting the
symbolic conceptc′, wherec′ is the symbolic target concept
c or one of its sub concepts:

scorecell(c, cell) =
∑

c′∈hierarchy(c)

(maxi sim(tic′ , tcell))

(4)
The proportional advantage of the symbolic target concept

having the best score is then computed for each cellcell of
the column:advantage(best, cell) =

=
scorecell(best, cell) − scorecell(secondBest, cell)

scorecell(best, cell)
(5)

wherebest is the symbolic target concept with the best score
andsecondBest the symbolic target concept with the second
best score.

http://www.paris.inra.fr/metarisk/research_unit/data_integration/softwares/ondine_corpora_and_otr_july_2011
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The cellcell is annotated with the symbolic target concept
best if its proportional advantage is higher than a specified
threshold (for our experiments, this threshold was set to 10%).
Otherwise, the cell is annotated with the generic concept
SymbolicConcept, which means that this cell is a symbolic
one but we cannot say anything else.

Once all cells in the column have been annotated with a
symbolic target concept, we compute the score of a symbolic
target concept for the column according to the column content
as the proportion of cells in the column which have been
annotated with this symbolic target concept. Letcol be a
symbolic column withncol the number of cells in the column
(excluding the column title),c a symbolic target concept with
n(c, col) the number of cells in the column annotated with the
symbolic target conceptc, the content score ofc for col is:

scorecontent(c, col) =
n(c, col)

ncol

(6)

The content score is computed for each symbolic target
conceptc of the OTR. Considering the title score given in
Equation3, the final score of each symbolic target concept
for the column is then computed according to Equation1. The
column is annotated by the symbolic target concept having the
best final score for the column, assuming that its proportional
advantage (replacing the score for a cell of Equation5 by the
final score for a column) is greater than a specified threshold
(in our experiments, this threshold was set to 10%). Otherwise,
the column is annotated by the conceptSymbolicConcept.

Computing the content score for a column has a complexity
in # CELLS× # STCH× # T with # CELLS the number of
cells in the column, # STCH the average number of concepts,
sub concepts of a symbolic target concept of the OTR and
# T the average number of terms denoting a simple concept
of the OTR. This complexity may be expensive, especially
for application domains with big tables and a large number
of terms denoting symbolic concepts (see, for instance, the
chemical risk corpus and OTR in TablesI and II ). In @Web,
it is possible to make this computation in batch mode, the user
being alerted when it is finished.

Experimental results:Our annotation method was experi-
mented using the three OTR presented in TableI and their
associated corpora presented in TableII . In the microbial
risk corpus, 81 columns were classified as symbolic. Those
columns were manually annotated with one of the three
symbolic target concepts of our microbial risk OTR: 46
columns were annotated withFood Product, 16 columns were
annotated withMicroorganismand 1 column was annotated
with Response; the rest of 18 columns were annotated with
the symbolic conceptOther. When applying our annotation
method: i) 37 columns were annotated withFood Product
where 34 were true positive and 3 false positive; ii) 19 columns
were annotated withMicroorganismwhere 16 were true pos-
itive and 3 false positive; iii) 1 column was annotated with
Response; iv) 24 columns were annotated withOther where
12 were true positive and 12 false positive. Experimental
results are given in TableIII , where precision and recall
are calculated as the average of respectively precision and
recall, which have been calculated for each target concept

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON81 SYMBOLIC COLUMNS IN MICROBIAL

RISK.

Target # of our method using the OTR
concept columns Food Micro. Resp. Other

Food 46 34 0 0 12
Micro. 16 0 16 0 0

Response 1 0 0 1 0
Other 18 3 3 0 12

precision:82%; recall 85%

Target # of SMO
concept columns Food Micro. Resp. Other

Food 46 45 0 0 1
Micro. 16 4 12 0 0

Response 1 0 0 0 1
Other 18 7 0 0 11

precision:88%; recall 78%

and for the conceptOther. In order to assess the quality
of our results, we compared our method with a machine
learning classifier. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
classifier which is dedicated to the classification of symbolic
data using an OTR. Our method was compared with the SMO
classifier [14] which is an optimized version of the well-
known SVM. We therefore propose a comparison between two
alternatives: SMO which uses no domain knowledgebut uses
learning and our annotation method which relies on domain
knowledgebut has no learning phase. For the SMO classifier,
the following pre-treatment was used: each distinct lemmatized
word present in a column results in an attribute; the value
of this attribute for a given column is the frequency of the
word in the column. The SMO classifier was evaluated using
a leave-one-out cross-validation, with default parameters of the
Weka16 implementation.

It appears that our method, which uses domain knowledge
described in an OTR, but no learning phase, gives similar
results to the learning classifier. We do not claim that it is
easier to build an OTR than a learning set, but in our approach
the OTR is supposed to exist and this step of symbolic columns
annotation takes place in a more general system guided by
an OTR. Besides, those good experimental scores can be
explained by the fact that we work on restricted domain for
which the OTR is significantly representative of its vocabulary
and its variations. As a matter of fact, the ONDINE system
does not pretend to annotate all data tables extracted from
any Web documents, but target data tables extracted from
documents identified as relevant for the studied domain.

Our annotation method was also experimented on two other
corpora: chemical risk whose OTR contains 3 symbolic target
concepts and aeronautics whose OTR contains 4 symbolic
target concepts. Over the 22 columns of the chemical risk
corpus classified as symbolic, our annotation method obtains
a precision of 100% and a recall of 100%. Over the 46
columns of the aeronautics corpus classified as symbolic, our

16http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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annotation method obtains a precision of 82% and a recall of
100%. The good experimental scores the chemical risk corpus
main be explained by (i) the richness of the terminological
component (e.g. number of terms denoting symbolic concepts)
of the chemical risk OTR (seeI) and (ii) a good distinction in
the terminology between the three symbolic concepts (Food
Product, Contaminants and Countries).

C. The identification of the simple concept represented by a
numerical column

As it has been done for the symbolic columns, we want
to identify which target quantity of the OTR corresponds to
a column classified as a numerical one. For that, the final
score of each target quantity of the OTR for the column, and
therefore its content score, must be computed.

The computation of the score of a target quantity for a
column according to the column content relies on the units
present in the column and its numerical values, which must
be compatible with the numerical range of the target quantity.
To compute this score, we first compute the score of a target
quantity for each unit concept present in the column. A target
quantity has a score for each unit concept which depends upon
the number of quantities that can be expressed in this unit
concept in the OTR: a unit concept is especially discriminant
since less quantities can be expressed in this unit concept.Let
u be a unit concept andCu be the set of quantities of the OTR
which can be expressed in this unit concept, the score of the
target quantityc for the unit conceptu is:

scoreunit(c, u) =

{ 1
|Cu|

if c ∈ Cu

0 otherwise
(7)

A unit conceptu is considered as present in a columncol,
denotedu ∈ Unitcol, if there exists a term in the column such
that it is similar with at least one of the terms which denote the
unit concept in the OTR. LetTcol be the set of terms present
in the columncol andTu the set of terms which denoteu:

u ∈ Unitcol if ∃t ∈ Tcol, ∃tu ∈ Tu, sim(tu, tcol) = 1 (8)

Let us notice that if no unit concept from the OTR was
identified in the column, then the column is considered as
having the unit conceptDimensionOne (i.e. no unit).

The most discriminant unit for a given quantity is favoured.
Consequently, the content score of a target quantityc for the
columncol is computed as the maximum of the scores of the
target quantityc for each unit concept present in the column:

scorecontent(c, col) = maxu∈Unitcol
scoreunit(c, u) (9)

The content score is computed for each target quantity of
the OTR. Considering the title score of Equation3, the final
score of each target quantity for the column is computed as
follows:

• if all values in the column are compatible with the
numerical range of the target quantity, then the final
score of this target quantity for the column is computed
according to Equation1,

• else, the final score of the target quantityc for the column
col is null: scorefinal(c, col) = 0.

Fig. 9. Example of a numerical column of a data table.

TABLE IV
QUANTITY IDENTIFICATION RESULTS IN NUMERICAL COLUMNS.

domain # Q # NC precision recall

microbial risk 18 261 96% 93%
chemical risk 5 65 100% 85%
aeronautics 29 114 96% 86%

The column is annotated by the target quantity having the
best final score for the column, assuming that its proportional
advantage (replacing the score for a cell of Equation5 by the
final score for a column) is greater than a specified threshold
(in our experiments, this threshold was set to 10%). Otherwise,
the column is annotated by the generic conceptQuantity.

Example 1: In the numerical column presented in Figure9,
% was identified as the unit present in the column. There are 5
quantities which can be expressed in this unit:NaCl, N2, O2,
CO2andSample Positive. The score of each quantityc for the
unit concept % is therefore:scoreunit(c,%) = 1

5 . Moreover,
we havescorecontent(c, col) = scoreunit(c,%) because only
one unit has been identified in the column. Since only the
quantity Sample Positive, with no numerical range, has a not
null title score, then the column is annotated by this quantity
with scorefinal(Sample Positive, col)=1-(1-0.5)(1-0.2)=0.6.

Experimental results:Our annotation method was experi-
mented using the three OTR presented in TableI and their
associated corpora presented in TableII . Columns extracted
from data tables and automatically classified as numerical
columns were manually annotated with one of the quantity
target concepts of the considered OTR. In TableIV, Q is the
set of quantities in an OTR andNC is the set of numerical
columns manually annotated with a quantity from the OTR;
precision and recall are given for our method. Those good
experimental scores can mainly be explained by the combina-
tion of evidences used by our method (quantities names, units
associated with quantities, numerical range of values), which
give enough constraints to find the right identification in the
three experimentations. Nevertheless, the scores may decrease
if one of those evidences are less discriminant. For instance,
units associated with quantities could be poorly discriminant
in some applications and therefore lead to lower scores.

D. The identification of the relations represented in a table

Once all columns of a data table have been annotated with
a simple concept of the OTR, we want to identify which
relations of the OTR are represented in the data table. For
that, Equation1 is used to compute the final score of each
relation of the OTR for the data table.

The title score of a relation for a data table is computed
using Equation3, wheretitle is the title of the data table.
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TABLE V
EVALUATION OF RELATION IDENTIFICATION .

domain # R # RC precision recall

microbial risk 16 123 80% 97%
chemical risk 4 34 93% 79%
aeronautics 26 113 98% 88%

The content score of a relationr for the data tabletab is
the proportion of simple concepts in the signature ofr which
were represented by columns oftab. Let Sign(r) be the set
of simple concepts in the signature ofr andSign(tab) the set
of simple concepts represented by columns oftab, then:

scorecontent(r, tab) =
| Sign(r) ∩ Sign(tab) |

| Sign(r) |
(10)

If the output concept of the relationr was not represented
by a column of the data tabletab, then:scorefinal(r, tab) = 0.
When the final scores of all relations of the OTR have been
computed for the data table, we identify which relation(s)
is(are) represented in the data table. A data table can represent
several relations at a time: for example, if a data table
gives the pH and the water activity of a food product, two
separate relations are considered:Food property: pHandFood
property: water activity. Two relations are calledconcurrent
relationsif they have the same output concept. If a relation has
a non-zero final score for the data table and has no concurrent
relation, this relation is considered as represented in thedata
table. If there are several concurrent relations with non-zero
final scores for the data table, then we only keep the one with
the highest final score. If several concurrent relations have the
same highest final score, we keep them all.

Experimental results:Our annotation method was experi-
mented using the three OTR presented in TableI and their
associated corpora presented in TableII . Data tables were
manually annotated with the relations of an OTR. In TableV,
R is the set of relations in an OTR andRC is the set of
relations manually annotated in the considered OTR; precision
and recall are given for our method. Our method to identify re-
lations depends on the identification of the symbolic concepts
and quantities, which can be considered as a weakness. For
this reason, our experimentation to automatically annotate the
data tables with the relations of the considered OTR was ap-
plied without validating the intermediate steps. Consequently,
even columns which were wrongly recognized were further
annotated and used for the relation identification. The good
experimental scores of TableV can mainly be explained by the
good experimental scores of the identification of the symbolic
concepts and quantities presented above. Moreover, the output
concept identification constraint in the relation identification
strengthens the precision scores. Let us notice that we are only
interested in identifyingn-ary relations which were already
defined in the OTR, and not in discovering newn-ary relations
in data tables, which is conform with our application objective,
that is to supplement existing local sources with pertinent
external data.

IV. T HE INSTANTIATION OF THE RELATIONS IN ORDER TO

ANNOTATE A DATA TABLE

In order to index a data table, we annotate each of its rows
with an instance of each relation represented in the data table.
An instance of a relation relies on instances of target symbolic
concepts and quantities of its signature, represented by the
columns of the data table. Instantiations generated for each row
depend upon the data present in each cell of the row. These
instantiations are fuzzy and allow one to take into account
(i) the imprecision of the initial data found in the table (for
instance an interval for a quantity), (ii) similarities between
terms present in the data table and terms denoting the symbolic
concepts of the OTR, and (iii) the certainty of the identification
of a relation represented in the data table which relies on the
quality of the columns’ annotation. We first present briefly the
theory of fuzzy sets used in the relations instantiation, then we
detail the method for symbolic concept, quantity and relation.

A. The fuzzy sets

We use the definition of fuzzy sets given in [15] and [16].
The notion of fuzzy set is an extension of classical subsets.In
the classical case, elements of a definition domainX which
have some properties belong to a subsetA and elements which
do not have these properties belong to the complementary
subset ofA in X. In a fuzzy set, elements can belong partially
to the fuzzy set with a membership degree between0 (element
which is not part of the fuzzy set) and1 (element which is
completely part of the fuzzy set). The membership degree of
an elementx ∈ X for the fuzzy setA is denotedµA(x).
The support of a fuzzy setA defined on a definition domain
X is the set (in the classic definition) of elementsx ∈ X
such thatµA(x) > 0. The kernel of a fuzzy setA defined on
a definition domainX is the set (in the classic definition) of
elementsx ∈ X such thatµA(x) = 1. A fuzzy set defined on a
continuous definition domain is calledcontinuous fuzzy setand
on a discrete definition domain,discrete fuzzy set. A trapezoid
fuzzy setTFS is a particular continuous fuzzy set which is
described only by its supportsup = [minsup,maxsup] and
its kernelker = [minker,maxker]. The membership degree
of an elementx in this definition domain is then defined by:

• if x ≤ minsup or x ≥ maxsup thenµTFS(x) = 0;
• if minker ≤ x ≤ maxker thenµTFS(x) = 1;
• if minsup ≤ x ≤ minker then µTFS(x) =

x−minsup

minker−minsup
;

• if maxker ≤ x ≤ maxsup then µTFS(x) =
x−maxsup

maxker−maxsup
.

Several semantics for fuzzy sets are defined in [17]:
• the semantic of certainty or imprecision: there exists a

“true” value for an elementx of X, but as it is unknown,
this “true” value is represented by a fuzzy set defined on
X. The higher is the membership degree of a value inX,
the more probable this value is close to the “true” value
of x. This semantic is used in our annotation subsystem
to represent (i) the imprecision of the initial data found
in the data tables (in the instantiation of quantities), (ii)
the certainty of the identification of a relation represented
in the data table;
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• the semantic of similarity: a new element is represented
by its similarity with known elements inX. The higher
is the membership degree of a known elementx in X,
the more it is similar to the new element. This semantic
is used in our annotation subsystem to represent the sim-
ilarity between a term from the Web and terms denoting
symbolic concepts of the OTR (in the instantiation of
symbolic concepts);

• the semantic of preferences: elements with the higher
membership degrees are the preferred elements. This
semantic is used in our querying subsystem to represent
the end-users query preferences.

B. The instantiation of symbolic concepts

In order to instantiate, in a row of a data table, a symbolic
target conceptc which belongs to the signature of a relation
represented in this data table, we construct a discrete fuzzy
set Ac. The definition domainX of the fuzzy setAc is a
set of symbolic concepts which contains the symbolic target
conceptc and all of its sub concepts in the OTR. The definition
domainX is thus hierarchically organized according to the ”is-
a” relationship. The membership degree of an elementx ∈
X in the fuzzy setAc is computed as the maximum of the
term similarities between the termstix denoting the symbolic
conceptx in the OTR and the termtcell present in the cell
which was annotated by the symbolic target conceptc:

µAc
(x) = maxi sim(tix, tcell) (11)

Example 2:Figure 2 presents an example of a data table
in which the relationGrowthParameterTemperaturehas been
identified, with the input conceptMicroorganism and the
output conceptTemperature. For the first row of this data table,
the input concept,Microorganism, is instantiated by a discrete
fuzzy set which has a semantic of similarity: it indicates the
list of symbolic concepts from the OTR, sub concepts of the
symbolic target conceptMicroorganism, which are denoted by
terms belonging to the OTR and having a close meaning to the
data table term ”B. cereus”. Four terms were founded in the
OTR: the terms ”B. Cereus” and ”Bacillus Cereus” which de-
note the symbolic conceptBacillus Cereusand the terms ”B.
Cereus Spores” and ”Bacillus Cereus Spores” which denote
the symbolic conceptBacillus CereusSpores. The symbolic
conceptBacillus Cereus(resp.Bacillus CereusSpores) has a
maximum term similarity of1.0 (resp.0.81) with the data table
term ”B. cereus”. The input concept is therefore instantiated,
in the first row, by the discrete fuzzy set{1.0/Bacillus Cereus,
0.81/Bacillus CereusSpores}.

Experimental results:Our instantiation method was exper-
imented using the microbial risk OTR presented in TableI
and its associated corpus presented in TableII . In this corpus,
185 instances of food products, which are terms found in
cells annotated by the symbolic target conceptFood Product,
were found. For each instancet of food product, we manually
defined its “best match” in the OTR, i.e. the symbolic concept,
sub concept ofFood Product, which is denoted, in the OTR,
by the most similar term to the termt. The evaluation is done
by looking at the position of the “best match” obtained with

our instantiation method, by order of descending membership
degree. The position is evaluated at worse, i.e. if several
symbolic concepts of the OTR have the same membership
degree in the fuzzy set used for the instantiation, then the “best
match” is always considered as being at the last position. This
evaluation at worse comes from the need to manually validate
the annotations: if the 5 symbolic concepts having the best
membership degree are presented to the end-user such that
he/she has to choose the best, we want to be sure that the
“best match” will be among those 5. On the 185 terms found
in data tables cells, 78% had a not null “best match”, 46%
had their “best match” in first position, while 66% had their
“best match” among the five best positions. This validates the
approach of keeping a fuzzy set for instantiating a symbolic
target concept, instead of only keeping the symbolic concept
which has the best membership degree defined in Equation11.

C. The instantiation of quantities

In order to instantiate, in a row of a data table, a target quan-
tity c which belongs to the signature of a relation represented
in this data table, there are three possibilities:

a) There is one column in the data table (thus one cell in
the row to annotate) which was annotated by the target
quantity c. Numerical values in the cell are then used to
instantiate the target quantity: it can be an isolated value, an
enumeration of isolated values, an interval or a mean with
a standard error. Intervals and means with standard errors
are recognized using specific patterns; if those patterns are
not recognized, then all numerical values in the cell are
considered as isolated.

b) There are several columns in the data table which were
annotated by the target quantityc. Relationships between
these columns are then searched, looking for keywords in
the columns’ titles. A column can represent a minimum
value, a maximum value or an optimum value (between
the minimum and maximum values); it can also represent
a mean value or a standard error.

c) There is no column in the data table which was annotated
by the target quantityc. If the target quantityc can be
expressed using unit concepts (different from theDimen-
sion Oneconcept in the OTR), we search for occurrences
of a numerical value followed by one of these unit concepts
(using terms denoting these unit concepts in the OTR),
in the data table’s title or in the columns’ titles: those
occurrences are then considered as isolated values.

An instance of a target quantity is represented by a fuzzy
set, for which the definition domain is the numerical range
defined in the OTR for this target quantity. This fuzzy set is
defined as the union of trapezoid fuzzy sets, expressed in the
same unit concept, each of them being constructed as follows:

• when recognizing an isolated valuex in the data table, a
trapezoid fuzzy set is built withsup = ker = [x, x];

• when recognizing an interval[a, b] in the data table, either
in one cell, or whena is the value in a cell of a column
recognized as minimum andb is the value in a cell of a
column recognized as maximum with no cell of a column
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recognized as optimum, a trapezoid fuzzy set is built with
sup = ker = [a, b];

• when having a cell of a column recognized as minimum
with the valuemin, a cell of a column recognized as
maximum with the valuemax and a cell of a column
recognized as optimum with its values included in[a, b]
where min ≤ a ≤ b ≤ max, a trapezoid fuzzy set is
built with sup = [min,max] andker = [a, b];

• when having a cell of a column recognized as mean with
the valuem and a cell of a column recognized as standard
error with the valuee, a trapezoid fuzzy set is built with
sup = [m − e,m + e] andker = [m,m].

Example 3:For the first row of the data table of Figure2,
the output concept is instantiated by a continuous fuzzy set
which has a trapezoidal form and a semantic of imprecision. It
is expressed in theCelsius Degreeunit concept and indicates
the possible growth limits ([3.9, 49.8]) and the possible optimal
growth limits ([39.9, 39.9]) which are respectively represented
as the support and the kernel of the continuous fuzzy set.

Experimental results:Our instantiation method was experi-
mented using the microbial risk OTR presented in TableI and
its associated corpora presented in TableII . In the microbial
risk corpus, 119 relations were correctly recognized. The
instantiation of target quantities was analyzed for the first row
of each data table. We assume that the structure is enough
homogeneous inside a data table, so that the instantiation of its
first row can be considered as representative of what happens
in the whole data table. On the 119 relations, there were 2
errors on the instantiation of target quantities (an error of
concept recognition, an error of numerical value recognition).
For 5 tables (corresponding to 13 relations), the target quantity
Temperaturewas not instantiated because its value was not
present in the data table but in its textual environment in
the original publication. There were also 3 errors in interval
reconstruction (values were considered as isolated while they
represented an interval) and one error in the construction of a
minimum/optimum/maximum trapezoid fuzzy set (values were
considered as isolated). For all 100 remaining relations, all
target quantities were correctly instantiated.

D. The instantiation of relations

Once all simple concepts of the signature of a relation,
which are represented by the columns of a data table, have
been instantiated for a row of the data table, this row can
be annotated with an instance of the relation. This instance
of a relation has acertainty score: the final score which was
computed during the relation recognition phase (see Subsec-
tion III-D ), and is related to the instances of target quantities
and symbolic target concepts of the relation’s signature.

Example 4:Figure 10 presents a part of the fuzzy RDF
graph corresponding to the instantiation of the relation
GrowthParameterTermperaturein the first row of the data
table of Figure2. Let us notice that this instantiation is
represented using instances of concepts of the OWL OTR
presented in Figures3 and5. The first description of Figure10
expresses that the first row (having the URIuriRow1 in the
XML document representing the data table) is annotated by a

Fig. 10. Example of RDF descriptions generated by our annotation method
from the data table of Figure2 (resources corresponding to OWL classes are
represented by ellipses framed in bold).

discrete fuzzy set. This fuzzy set, typed by the OWL class
DFS (for Discrete Fuzzy Set), has a semantic of certainty
and indicates the list of relations of the OTR which are
the more certainty represented in the data table. Only the
relation GrowthParameterTemperaturebelongs to this fuzzy
set with the certainty score of1.0. This score expresses the
degree of certainty associated with the relation recognition
by the semantic annotation method. The input concept of
the relation, which is an instance of the symbolic target
conceptMicroorganism, is annotated by the discrete fuzzy set
{1.0/Bacillus Cereus, 0.81/Bacillus CereusSpores}, typed
by the OWL classDFS. The output concept of the relation,
which is an instance of the target quantityTemperature, is
annotated by a continuous trapezoid fuzzy set withsup =
[3.9, 49.8] and ker = [39.9, 39.9], typed by the OWL class
CFS (for Continuous Fuzzy Set).

V. THE FUZZY QUERYING METHOD

We present in this section the querying subsystem, called
MIEL++, of ONDINE system. MIEL++ querying subsystem
allows a uniform querying of two kinds of data sources: the
local data sources and the XML/RDF data warehouse, which
has been loaded with the data tables extracted from Web doc-
uments and semantically annotated. It relies on the OTR used
to index the local data sources and to annotate the data tables.
MIEL++ querying subsystem allows the end-user to express
preferences in his/her query and to retrieve the nearest data
stored in the two kinds of data sources corresponding to his/her
selection criteria: the OTR – more precisely the hierarchical
set of symbolic concepts – is used in order to assess which data
can be considered as near to the selection criteria. The end-
user asks his/her query to MIEL++ subsystem through a single
graphical user interface (GUI), which relies on the OTR. The
query is translated into a query comprehensible by each kind
of data source, using two subsystems wrappers: an SQL query
in the relational source (see [2] for more details about the SQL
subsystem wrapper) and a SPARQL query in the XML/RDF
datawarehouse (see [5] for a complete description of the
SPARQL subsystem wrapper). The final answer to the query
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is the union of the local results retrieved from the two kindsof
data sources, which are ordered according to their relevance
to the query selection criteria. In this section, we presentthe
extension of MIEL++ subsystem which allows the end-user
to query fuzzy RDF annotations of data tables, represented in
XML documents, by means of SPARQL queries. We remind
the notions of view and MIEL++ query (see [2] for more
details). We then present the construction of a MIEL++ answer
retrieved from the XML/RDF data warehouse. We conclude
this section with experimental results.

A. MIEL++ query

A MIEL++ query is asked in a view which corresponds to
a given relation of the OTR. A view is characterized by its
set of queryable attributes and by its actual definition. Each
queryable attribute corresponds to a simple concept of the
relation represented by the view. The notion of view must be
understood with the meaning of the relational database model.
It allows the complexity of the querying into different data
sources to be hidden to the end-user. A MIEL++ query is an
instantiation of a given view by the end-user, by specifying,
among the set of queryable attributes of the view, which are the
selection attributes and their corresponding searched values,
and which are the projection attributes. An important feature
of a MIEL++ query is that searched values may be expressed
as continuous or discrete fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set allows the
end-user to express his/her preferences which will be taken
into account to retrieve not only exact answers (corresponding
to values associated with the kernel of the fuzzy set) but
also answers which are semantically close (corresponding to
values associated with the support of the fuzzy set) (see
SubsectionIV-A ). When a MIEL++ query is asked by the end-
user into the XML/RDF datawarehouse which contains fuzzy
RDF graphs generated by our annotation method to annotate
XML data tables, the query processing has to deal with fuzzy
values. More precisely, it has (1) to take into account the
certainty score associated with the relations representedin the
data tables and (2) to compare a fuzzy set expressing querying
preferences to a fuzzy set, generated by our annotation method,
having a semantic of similarity or imprecision. For the first
point, the end-user may specify a threshold which determines
the minimum acceptable certainty scoreto retrieve the data.
The second point is studied in SectionV-B.

Example 5:Let us define a MIEL++ queryQ expressed in
the viewGrowthParameterTemperature: Q = {Microorganism,
Temperature| GrowthParameterTemperature(Microorganism,
Temperature)∧ (Microorganism≈ MicroPreferences)∧ (Tem-
perature ≈ TemperaturePreferences)∧ (thresh ≥ 0.5)}.
The discrete fuzzy setMicroPreferences, which is equal to
{1.0/Gram+, 0.5/Gram-}, means that the end-user is inter-
ested in microorganisms which are firstGram+ and second
Gram-. The continuous fuzzy setTemperaturePreferences,
which is equal to[39.0, 40.0, 41.0, 42.0], means that the end-
user is first interested in temperature values in the interval
[40.0, 41.0] which corresponds to the kernel of the fuzzy set;
but he/she accepts to enlarge the querying till the interval
[39.0, 42.0] which corresponds to the support of the fuzzy set.

Instances of the relationGrowthParameterTemperaturehaving
a certainty score smaller than0.5 are discarded.

In a MIEL++ query, the end-user can express preferences in
his/her selection criteria as fuzzy sets. Since fuzzy sets are not
supported in a standard SPARQL query, we propose to ‘de-
fuzzify’ the MIEL++ query before translating it into SPARQL.
This allows any implementation of SPARQL to be used by
our querying subsystem. The SPARQL query is automatically
generated (i) from the signature of the relation represented by
the view and associated with the MIEL++ query and (ii) from
the sets of projection and selection attributes of the MIEL++
query. [5] provides a complete description of the SPARQL
query generation.

B. The construction of a MIEL++ answer

An answer to a MIEL++ query must (1) satisfy the minimal
acceptable certainty score associated with the query; (2) satisfy
all its selection criteria and (3) associate a constant value
with each of its projection attributes. An answer to a MIEL++
query into the XML/RDF data warehouse is computed in three
steps. First, the corresponding SPARQL query is generated
and executed into the XML/RDF data warehouse. Then, the
values associated with the selection attributes in each fuzzy
RDF answer graph are extracted in order to measure how the
answer graph satisfies the selection criteria. Finally, thevalues
associated with the projection attributes in each fuzzy RDF
answer graph are extracted to be retrieved to the end-user.
Let us notice that the values extraction from an answer graph
is performed through SPARQL queries which are defined
for each selection and projection attributes of the MIEL++
query (see [5] for more details). To measure the satisfaction
of a selection criteria, the two semantics – imprecision and
similarity – associated with fuzzy values of the XML/RDF
data warehouse must be considered. On the one hand, two
classical measures have been proposed in [18] to compare
a fuzzy set representing preferences to a fuzzy set having
a semantic of imprecision: a possibility degree of matching
denotedΠ and a necessity degree of matching denotedN . On
the other hand, we propose to use the adequation degree as
defined in [19] to compare a fuzzy set representing preferences
to a fuzzy set having a semantic of similarity.

Definition 1: Let (a ≈ v) be a selection criterion of the
MIEL++ query Q, v′ a fuzzy value of the attributea stored
in the XML/RDF data warehouse,semv′ the semantic ofv′,
µv andµv′ being their respective membership degrees defined
on the domainDom. The comparison result depends upon the
semantic of the fuzzy set: Ifsemv′ = imprecision, the com-
parison result is given by thepossibility degree of matching
betweenv andv′ denotedΠ(v, v′) = supx∈Dom(min(µv(x),
µv′(x)) and thenecessity degree of matchingbetweenv and
v′ denotedN(v, v′) = infx∈Dom(max(µv(x), 1 − µv′(x)).
If semv′ =similarity, the comparison result is given by
the adequation degreebetweenv and v′ denotedad(v, v′)
= supx∈Dom (min(µv(x), µv′(x)).

The comparison results between fuzzy sets having the same
semantic (similarity or imprecision) are aggregated usingthe
min operator (classically used to interpret the conjunction). An
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TABLE VI
RDF DATASET SIZE FOR THE QUERYING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

P
P

P
P

P
P

PP
domain

size
# RDF triples # RDF graphs

microbial risk 22,000 312
chemical risk 94,580 1,407
aeronautics 18,000 330

answer is a set of tuples composed of the certainty scorecs
associated with the relation represented in the query, three
comparison scores associated with the selection criteria:a
global adequation scoreadg associated with the comparison
results having a semantic of similarity and two global match-
ing scoresΠg andNg associated with the comparison results
having a semantic of imprecision, and, the values associated
with each projection attribute. Based on those scores, we
propose to define a total order on the answers which gives
greater importance to the most pertinent answers compared
with the OTR. Thus, the answers are successively sorted
according tocs, adg and a total order defined onNg and
Πg, Ng being considered as of greater importance thanΠg.

Example 6:The answer to MIEL++ query of Example5
compared with the data table presented in Figure2 of which
the first row is annotated in Figure10 is given below:
{ {cs = 1, adg = 1.0, Ng = 0, Πg = 0.9, Microorg
= (1.0/Bacillus Cereus+0.5/Bacillus Cereus Spores), Tem-
perature= [3.9, 39.9, 39.9, 49.8]}, {cs = 1, adg = 0.5,
Ng = 0, Πg = 0.9, Microorg = (1.0/Escherichia Coli),
Temperature= [4.9, 41.1, 41.1, 45.8]} }.

C. Experimental results

Experimental results about the querying of the RDF dataset
of the XML/RDF data warehouse in three domains (micro-
bial risk, chemical risk and aeronautics) are presented in
Tables VII , VIII and IX. The size of the data warehouse
in terms of RDF triples and RDF graphs (a RDF graph is
an instance of an-ary relation) are given in TableVI . In
preliminary tests performed on a RDF dataset associated with
the microbial risk application, five queries were evaluated:
in Table VII p is the precision,r is the recall andG is
the set of answer graphs. Better results were obtained in the
queries where the selection criteria concerns microorganisms
than in the ones concerning food products. This is due to
the fact that microorganism names are more standardized in
data tables than food product names. Therefore, the qualityof
the fuzzy annotations associated with the symbolic concept
Microorganism is better than the ones associated with the
symbolic conceptFood product. Nevertheless, a precision of
100% was obtained for the two last queries concerning food
product if a threshold of0.7 was added for the adequation
degrees (adg) in the query.

The second application on which experimental results were
obtained concerns chemical risk in food. Five queries (see
Table VIII ) were evaluated on the associated RDF dataset.
The results are similar to the ones obtained for the microbial
risk application: they are better when the selection criteria

TABLE VII
EVALUATION OF QUERY RESULTS FOR THE MICROBIAL RISK

APPLICATION.

Queried relation Selection criteria p r # G

Lag Time Microorganism = 100% 100% 47
L. Monocytogenes

Lag Time Microorganism = 100% 100% 29
P. Fluorescens

Growth Kinetics Microorganism = 100% 100% 39
E. Coli

Lag Time FoodProduct = 50% 100% 24
Egg salad

Growth Kinetics FoodProduct = 54% 100% 26
Salad

TABLE VIII
EVALUATION OF QUERY RESULTS FOR THE CHEMICAL RISK APPLICATION.

Queried Selection criteria p r # G
relation

Contamination Food = 100% 100% 83
Level Breakfast cerealand

Contaminant =
Ochratoxin A

Limit of Food = Wheatand 78% 100% 33
Quantification Contaminant =

Ochratoxin A
Sample Food ={1.0/Wheat + 93% 100% 79
Positive 0.9/Breakfast cereal}
Mean Contaminant = 100% 100% 394
Contamination Ochratoxin A
Mean Food = 31% 100% 35
Contamination Red wine10◦

TABLE IX
EVALUATION OF QUERY RESULTS FOR THE AERONAUTICS APPLICATION.

Queried Selection criteria p r #G
relation % %

Aircraft Width Width ≈ [35, 40, 50, 65]m 100 100 12
Aircraft Width AircraftName≈ 100 100 10

{1.0/A350 + 0.9/A340}
Aircraft Cruise Width ≈ [0.7, 0.79, 100 64 11
Speed 0.83, 0.9] mach
Deliveries NbDeliveries≈ 100 100 48
Number [10, 20, 30, 60]

concerns contaminant names which are more standardized than
food products names. Nevertheless, as for the microbial risk
application, a precision of 100% was obtained for the last
query concerningRed wine10◦ if a threshold of0.5 was added
for the adequation degree (adg) in the query, discarding other
types of wines (white, rose, . . . ).

Our querying subsystem was also experimented on an aero-
nautic application. Four queries (see TableIX) were evaluated
on the associated RDF dataset. The recall of 64% for the third
query is due to the fact that six answer graphs were annotated,
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by our annotation method, with the unitkm/h instead ofmach
which was specified in the query.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ART

Recent propositions in the Semantic Web community pro-
pose to extract, filter, annotate and query Web data tables
(see [20]–[22], [23]), but they have not been designed with
the same objectives as ours. TableSeer (see [20]) for instance
allows a set of predefined metadata (caption, cell content,
geographical position of the data table in the HTML page, ...)
to be extracted from Web data tables, but it does not compare
the schema of the Web data tables with preexisting schemas
defined in an ontology. We can also cite WebTables (see [21],
[22]) which proposes a system to identify relational tables in
a huge amount of tables included in HTML documents and to
index them, this in order to query and rank them. Nevertheless,
the WebTables querying language is only composed of a set
of key-words which are compared with the attribute names of
the Web data tables. The row content of the Web data tables
is not used in the querying process which is only based on
global co-occurrences frequencies statistics of attribute names.
In [24], relations from an ontology are instantiated using
various HTML structures including tables. However, they
only identify binary concept-role relations between instances
which are assumed to be already annotated (manually or using
another information extraction system). Our work differs as we
focus on the recognition ofn-ary relations and we propose a
step-by-step algorithm including the recognition of concepts.
From this point of view, the work presented in [25] is closer to
ours, as they transform data tables of different structuresinto
a common relational database schema withn-ary relations.
However, our approach extends [25] in several ways: a better
distinction in the OTR between the concepts and the termi-
nology, annotation of cells with either the most similar terms
of the OTR or imprecise values; flexible querying ofn-ary
relations handling those fuzzy annotations. The work of [23]
focuses on the recognition of quantities in Web data tables
guided by an ontology of measure units. Heuristic rules permit
to define disambiguation strategies when the same term refers
to different quantities. This case is unusual in our context
where the OTR is dedicated to a given application domain, in
which only a subset of the ontology of measure units defined
in [23] is involved. But, this work is complementary to our’s
and could be integrated as an extension of our method for the
recognition of quantities.

Our proposal in this paper can also be compared with papers
studying flexible querying extending XPATH or SPARQL. Dif-
ferent approaches have been proposed. [26] defines FUZZYX-
PATH, a fuzzy extension of XPATH to query XML docu-
ments. [27] proposes an extension of the SPARQL ?Optional?
clause (called Relax). This clause allows the computation of
a set of generalizations of the RDF triplets involved in the
SPARQL query using especially declarations done in the RDF
Schema. [28] also proposes the same kind of extension of
the SPARQL query using a distance function applied to the
classes and properties of the RDF Schema. The originality of
our approach in flexible SPARQL querying is that we propose

a complete and integrated solution which allows one (1) to
annotate Web data tables with the vocabulary defined in an
OTR, (2) to perform a flexible querying of the annotated
tables using the same vocabulary and taking into account the
fuzzy degrees generated by the annotation method according
to their associated semantic. Our work did not use the fuzzy
extension of SPARQL based on a fuzzy extension of DL-
Lite proposed by [29] for two main reasons: (i) our OTR
requires a higher level of expressiveness (OWL2-DL) which
is useful for consistency checking (for example, in order
to express that the class Quantity is distinct from the class
Symbolic Concept); (ii) the SPARQL extension does not yet
allow the distinction between fuzzy sets having a semantic of
similarity and imprecision.

VII. C ONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper a complete system, called
ONDINE, built, using the recommendations of the W3C, on
a generic OTR expressed in OWL. ONDINE system allows
XML data tables, which have been extracted from Web doc-
uments, to be annotated with fuzzy RDF descriptions and to
be flexibly queried using SPARQL. Fuzzy RDF annotations
are used to represent (1) the set of most similar symbolic
concepts of the OTR which are automatically associated with
the content of a cell belonging to a symbolic column, (2)
imprecise values associated with a quantity expressed in one or
several numerical columns, (3) a degree of certainty associated
with each n-ary relation recognized in a data table. ONDINE
system has been implemented through the development of
@Web software on the one hand and the development of
MIEL++ software on the other hand. Moreover, ONDINE
system has been implemented in the Sym’Previus predictive
microbiology modeling system which allows the behavior of a
microorganism in a given food matrix to be predicted (see [30]
for more details). To the best of our knowledge, ONDINE
is the only software which allows one to simultaneously (1)
annotate accurately a data table with an OTR and (2) perform
approximate reasoning during the flexible querying process,
comparing preferences expressed by the end-user with fuzzy
annotations. ONDINE has been successfully tested on three
different applications (microbial risk in food, chemical risk in
food and aeronautics) which illustrate the generic potential of
the proposal. In the very next future, we want to explore four
new ideas to extend our approach. The first one consists in
associating the data tables, which have been extracted from
Web documents, with a reliability degree which takes into
account several criteria to qualify the trust in the data source
as for example the type or the reputation of the data source.
The other perspectives concern the improvement of ONDINE
system by (1) completing the cosine similarity measure usedto
compare terms with other syntactical and semantic techniques
(2) completing the semantic annotation of data tables in Web
documents with the annotation of the text using the OTR and
(3) managing OTR evolution by taking into account annotation
results and other ontologies. For example, we would like to
integrate the unit conversion rules defined in OM [31] to
manage standardization of measure units associated with a
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given quantity. Those perspectives will allow us to test the
genericity of our OTR, which we pretend to be dedicated to
the data integration task.
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